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SucolIon to

Cange Name
The newspaper staff has decided
that it will benefit the school and
the newspaper to change the name
of the newspaper. Our status here
in Oyster Bay is temporary and
many changes will result from our
move to Stonybrook . It is possible
that the name of the College will be
changed, the name SUCOLIAN will
no longer be applicable.
All of us are used to our name
and understand its meaning. Most
outsiders confuse the pronounciation. A name which can't be pronounced is one that will probably
not be remembered.
L~e colleg-e cafeteria, which will|
moving down to the ofstables"
uring Sprin,, Recess, will be open
|Uring the following times. Lunch
'ill be served in the new cafeteria
rom 11:30 - 1:30. except on Tuesdays when it opens at I11:00 for those
students who have Natural Science
ab. The Soda Fountain at the new

L

cafeteria will be open from about
3:00 - 4:00 in the afternoon, and from
IO.-OO - 10:30 in the evening.
At Coe Hall. Coffee Shop will be
open, as usual, from 10:00 - 11:00
in the morning and from 3:00 4:00 in the afternoon. No lunches
will be sold in Coe Hall.

March 23, 1959-

En lis 20 Highlighted
by Movies

In supplying an aid to the special
Shakespeare class, now a part of
the school curriculum, the Humanities department'has produced aproIn January 1959, -the faculty of the 'State University College was ingram which also offers entertainI
creased
by the arrival of a new professor, Wr. Sol Kramer. Mr. Kramment for the entire student body. It
er
I who lives in Huntington Station has quickly adjusted to his role as a
1
of Natural Science IL a course for which he is well suited. Re- is a series of films to be shown
teacher
1
ceiving
his Bachelor of Arts from Brooklyn College, MW. Kramer went here, carefully chosen to present
the best efforts of the motion pic1 to take his Master of Science degree at the University of Massaon
1
chusetts where he studied Entimology and Wuld Life. Later, he attained, ture industry to recreate the dramas
of Shakespeare. The scheduling of
the
1 title of Doctor in the University of Illinois in Entimology and Zoology.
the films will follow as closely as
Mr. Kramer, age 39. has writpossible the progress of the class,
a number of scientific papers
ten
1
but free admittance to these showhave been published in leadwhich
1
ings is not restricted to members
In 1948
ing
scientific magazines.
i
of the class. In order to allow maxihe
received a National Research
I
mum opportunity for all to view
Council Fellowship which took him
these productions, they will be
to
I Cambridge where he studied Inplanned So as to avoid conflict with
sect
Physiology for one year. Upon
II
the other film series at the college.
1
his
return to the United States be;
Welles'
adaptation of
Or son
Zoology at the University of'
taught
1
""Macbeth"' is a prime example of
1
until 1953. In 1955. Mr.
Wisconsin
the realization of motion pictures
John
the
1
received
Kramer
potential power to capture all the
1
Memorial Fellowship
Guggenheim
mood and emotion of a great tragedy.
him to Germany where he
1
sending
While Welles has been criticized at
a member of the Max-Planck
i
became
times for being truer to Orson
I
for Animal Behavior. It
Institute
Welles has been criticized at times
Iwas here that he specialized in the
productions, his talents as producer.
which most interests him; the
I
field
totally
are
star
director and
study of the behavior of animaLs,
I
.not
from the phychological view but tint to the muscles and the others effective in creating all of the broodin
relation to muscles and physio- are white. Mr. Kramer showed the ing atmosphere of this tragic work.
i
rapidly Jeanette Nolan, Dan OP Herlihy and
thi s
in
aspects. In 1956 he received opportunities
logical
I
aII Special Research Fellowship from expanding field to discover new Roddy McDowell head a large cast
National Institute of Health to phenomina about the physiological
supporting Mr. Welles in this honthe
I
I
his work at the Mlax-Plancr aspects of animals in relation to ored motion picture. to e shown
continue
on April 8th.
I
Returning to the States their behavior.
Institute.
When asked why he resumed
"Julius Caesar" as produced and
I 1957. MW. Kramer began work
in
at the Marine Bilolgical Laboratory teaching and accepted a position on directed by David Bradley, was rein Woods Hole, Mass., where he the staff of this College, Mr. Kramer ferred to by critics as a shoestring
was able to continue his research replied that he had been interested masterpiece. Abandoning the usual
on muscles in relation to animal be- in this school since last spring. movie-makers' method of presentReading about this new college he ing historical drama, Shakespearian
havior.
Along with assuming his duties became interested and applied for or otherwise, wherein heavy emphaI
He remarked about
here
at the College, Mr. Kramer is a position.
sis is placed on splendor, this film
continuing his research on the mus- the natural beauty of the Coe Estate finds wide appeal dependent of fine
I
From his whichseemed to him as wild and
cles of cockroaches.
photography by Louis McMahon, imI
Here, he feels, is an aginative direction and adaptation,
he demonstrated why beautiful.
experiments
some cockroaches- can fly whild excellent setting for the scientific and, of course, the drama itself.
others cannot. In addition, why some endeavors of both student and pro- Charlton Heston is the featured
species of the males are capable fessor. He was also i mpressed by player, and Harold Tasker, Brosof flight while the females are not. the unlimited opportunities at the venor Blenn and Bradley himself
Although all these cockroaches seem College, where the faculty and stu- are headina members of the cast
I have the same muscles, a closer dents are setting their own standards
to
in this 1950 film to be presented
I
examination shows that those with and are not bound by rigid and on April 29th.
I
the ability to fly have a pinkish ancient traditions.
______

College Cafet-eria To Move

Oyster Bay, N. Ye

In our attempt to establish a
newspaper we are working hard
to find a suitable name. The next
issue of this newspaper will bear
that name. Any suggestions from
the students or the faculty will be
appreciated. These* should be given
to the editor-in-chief before March
25.

Suent Artist Fe

re

'The Cultural Com~mittee on Art of the State University College on
Long Island held its first Art exhibit. Ibis initial endeavor in the cultural and intellectual field is taking place at the college from March 23.
1959 to March 26. 1959 and is open to the public. It features a collection of paintings by Mr. Nick LaBella.
Mr. LaBella. a resident of Oyster Bay and a student at C. W. Post,
was brought to the attention of the faculty throught the efforts of Ed
Farnsworth, chairman of the committee, and Al Rocklein. Mis paintings total 44 in all, and include portraits, landscapes, still-life, abstracts and figure studies. He employs a diversified media consisting
scratch
.oils,
of water colors,
drawand
wash
sketch
pencil
board,
i
ings. Nick's religious paintings.
which constitute a major portion
of his collection, greatly impressed
the members of the faculty and
are sure to be a prominent attractN
ion of the exhibit.
In addition to the extensive display
by the artist will
a discussion
be given in Great Hall on March 25
at 3:30 P.M. The purpose behind
this feature of the exhibit is to
the audience with the
acquaint
|artist personally and to help dhmm
to better understand his work.
true and es sential. Value
The
of an artistic work lies
in the
feeling and emotion it expresses.
It is the artist's problem to get
this feeling across. To accomplish
this, he must make use of certain
artistic devices. In his discussion,
Nick will select samples of his
During the week coming State Uni- paintings from various categories
versity is to inaugurate its first art and explain the problems he faced
-exhibitL Mr. Nick LaBella is the in translating his feelings on the
talented artist whose pictures are to canvas and the devices he used to
grace the walls of Coe Hall at that overcome these problems.
Following the discussion, there
time. Nick, a student at Post Colwinl
be an informal discussion
lege, is familiar to many people
period during which questions about
around our college since he works
the artistes work will be answered.
here in the evening. A resident of
This exhibit will not only be
Oyster Bay, he is married and the
enjoyable, but will be of cultural
proud father of a month old baby
educational benefit to all.
and
girl.
The discussion of the techniques
Art has always been a prime inused will acquaint
and m-edias
terest for Nick. Even as a youngster
the students with the various forms
he devoted his recreation time to
and will serve as
of painting
sketching. While attending Oyster
and
introduction into the field
Bay High School Nick was the Art
of art.
The student will learn
editor for the school newspaper, and
to appreciate the important role
later he spent a year studying art
that detail plays in total impressat New Paltz State Teachers Colion produced by the painting. Ibis
lege.
knowledge will then serve as an
Most of his early training in
index
which will be useful in
art Nick received from his older
viewing all art in the future.
brother who is a commercial artist.
To benefit most from the show,
Although he had no formal study of
all students should make use of
art under one particular instructor,
he accredits each great painter with
(Continued on Page 3)
contributing to his training in view
of the skills of special effects he has
acquired by observing their works
of art. Nick produces all types of
paintings, but finds doing portraits
Dean Tilley has recently released
the most challenging, because they statistics concerning the freshman
require the artist to capture not class which will enter in September
just the physcal traits of a person," of this year. As of February 17,
but his personality as well. He also 1959 the number of applications subviews portrait painting as a valuable mitted for admission to Statt- Uniexperience in mneeting new and in- versity College on Long Island by
teresting people. Having produced prospective students was 553. The
over one hundred portraits, Nick area distribution is as follows:
takes particular pride in the one he
229
Nassau County
did for TV announcer. Bill Nemo
Suffolk County
130
and in the one he did of his comNew York City
141
manding officer, which still hangs
New York State
51
in the army base at which he was
Out of State
,2
stationed.
Of these, the numbers of acceptThe type of painting that Nick ances is 138. The division as to
does , he , himself# classified as major field is:
generally emotional in quality. He
34
Engineering
prefers to work with water colors
Math & Scince
24
Secondary Education
80
'to obtain the effect he desires. The
college expects approxi'The
artist held in highest esteem by
Nick
is Carravaggio, an early mately 170 students to matriculate
on September 14. 1959.
(Continued on Page 3)

Nick La Bella=
Artist
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by Penny & Jan
>

The month coming in like a lion
and out like a lamb has finally
arrived. Pretty soon that sickness
known as spring fever will set in.
(at this college?)
If any of the students at Sucoli
have been experiencing that "low"
feeling, don't worry, as soon as
the nice weather comes you won't
MaJrylou Llon-lls ......................... Editor _ In _ Chief
be sinking in the mud anymore.
Paul Colemon ................
Associated Editor
Bandages and vaseline seem to
Pat Glenn ...
....
........
*. Copy Editor
be the latest supplies needed in
Michael Davldson .................
.
.
Spors Editor
the NMt. Sci. laboratory classes.
George Moy
EdItor
Edi................Photo
We wonder how many casualties
Henrt Smit ................
.
.BusIness Manager
(besides one of us) there have been.
Patricoa Gardlner ......... Advertising AtExchange Manager
Our welcome-back-mat is exMr. Edward F-lss.............................
Faculty A dvisor
tended to Mary Downing, studff
and Mrs. Dee, our favorite singing
Staff: Frank Carr, June Dawaon, Joan D-evein, Janet Fiehman, Mary
lady of the kitchen.
Pedrtoff, Mary Flandorfer, L4o1s Oinaberg, Jason Oross, Lee
We heard about Kathy s party.
Paldy, Ponny Peono, Janet Rose, Bonnie Rudick, Bonnie Stern,
Everyone was there. bhe circumCarol Ann Se-fert, Comelta McCormack, Cecfle Bergold, Kathleen
stances led us to devise a matheOWei/l, Judat
PatchelJ, Ann Moilong,-r, Alice 7.eoberman, J.R.
matical problem that we would like
Morphfett, Drt Marx, Patrick Creen,. Muriel Bentor, Raymond
to submit to you, the reader: What
JMcA 111ster.
is the possibility of again performthe astonishing feat of accomoIn a recent issue of 1he SATURDAY EVENING POST, ing
dating 100 people in a room such
Jerome Ellison of Indiana University, attacked the na- as Kathy did? Any reply will be
to Insitution8 of hgher learning on the grounds that welcomed.
B.B. (sorry to disappoint you,
they are catering to desires for "love, comfort, money, but we mean bartender Benny)
resist the temptation of
and ft" of the students ratherthan satisying yearnings couldn't
giving Lois Ginsberg her first drink.
Did anyone notice the slight glow
for lntellectual achievement.
her face Friday night?
Ellison cites examples of young women entering 0ol- on Baseball
season is here. Did you
see Gerry Hero bat that mean curve
lege with the avowed purpose of husband-hunting, stwas it curve that mean bat)
dts
dropping
science
mathematics and laIguage (or
bhe girls beat the fellows on Tuesaourses on the grounds that they are too hard or take day afternoon 9-6. (so we're liars)
were also allowed 9 outs
too, much studying, thereby not leaving enough time for Girls
per inning.
Eekl They/re invading. The Marextra-currioulars. He feels thatprevalent attitudes are
tians have finally arrived at SucolL
ed dangerous. "Communists and free men agree on Oops. Pardon us, it's only the crew.
Congratulations
to sophomore
one thing at least, the abler, better informed side in
Paul Beck who recently resigned
tis contest wll have the advantage. Education will play from
bachelorhood. May all your
an in reangly vital role in the struggle.. .we water it troubles be little ones.
Latest project for sophomore bidown at ourwn peril, and watering it down we cer- ology class has just been announced
by Mr. Erk. Are you ready? It is
tain
are.,
the graphing of the adaption of
'The fate of manklnd depends now more than ever on an African flea to the environment
an educated citizenry. Half educated wont do. Man's of Alaskan weather.
After much postponement, the
sv ival hangs now upon his wisdom". He goes on to dorm girls plan to finally make
*subert that in order to safeguard ourselves both as in- the big move to the stables, on
March 26. Popular opinion says,
dividuals and as a nation it is necessary that colleges, "We'll believe it when we see itl"

which are themolders of the leaders of the future,prepare the student to accept a responsible role in his society. 'We need tough, seasoned, thinrers, incorruptable, enormously well informed, skilled in tbeir chosen
specialties, but with an appreciation of all specialtiesthfaxkers who cannot be diverted to shoddy or limited
goals-and

we need a lot of them. " To remedy tbe pre-

set critical situation, Ellissuggests that colleges
out down on student freedom,.raise academic stan-dards, e
mastery of basic skills in the sciences,
and prescribe well-rounded undergraate courses8.
A review of the above theories was printed in the
March 6 issue of the CHICAGO MAROON, student news-

paper of The University of Chicago. It is significant to
observe that studnts themselves agree with Ellison's
criticisms of dent attitudes and the present condition of education. Notice, however, that although these
-omplaints may be valid with respect to colleges in
general, this College seems to stand out as a symbol
Of te
type of Instion Ellison advocates. We are
proud to note that in an article from the Long Island
Press,
day, March 15, State University College on
Lig BIsand was cited for its vigorous diet of natural
t and
and social sciences, A
for its academic poucles.
The article states that the College is "on its way to
earning a reputation as one of the best science-engineering colleges In the state, -- with
best students".
At this institution the udent is given the opportunity
to fulfill imelf as an individual unit and as a part of a
community.
The academic program is designed to
make him aware of his dual obligations and opportunities. He is not coddled, nor should he be if he is to beeome a thinking, forceful, adaptable, worthy, human
being. He will be prepared to meet his future head on,
prepared to assume his role as a useful member of soOityp, and of this we should be duly proud.

All staff members can proudly
display Press cards. Now, with our
cards and 15¢ we can get a ride
on the subway.
Herman Rugen' has left the body
dorm depleted by one--has switched
his base of operation to home.
Lani Shearer and Charline Orsborn set a new record. Made it
to La Guardia and back in I hr.
and 45 min. give or take a few *
stop signs.
Dave McGale and Dennis Jamieson are new dorm members.
Ask Flo Hershberger what she
was doing under a desk at 5:00A.M
We end wishing all of you the
happiest kind of vacation. Don't
forget April Fool's Dayl1

Needed Space
Created By Move
The moving of the girls from their
present living quarters to the new
facilities in the "Stables" on March
26 will make available to the College some much needed space. The
present plans include the use of
Miss Sawyer's room as the new
Student Health Office and the lo.
cation of College Guest Facilities
in a few of the other rooms. The
maJority of the remaining space
will be allotted to Faculty and Administration offices.
Even with this now space available in Coe Hall we will still probably lack the necessary space once
the next Freshmen class enters in
September. Where's the rest of the
space coming from? Who knows.
Let's hope for a long Summer this
year and a short Winter next.

Ann Mei linger

-..
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tScience Corner
Anyone who has wandered outside
within a few hours after sunset
must have noticed a brilliant obin the western sky. This obje
is Venus, sometimes called.
i
t evening star. It will be favorably placed for observation for the
noxt several months.
Since Mercury and Venus move
inside the earths orbit they present
all their phases to the observer.
Because Venus is closer in its crescent phase it appears six times
larger than the full Venus. It is a
striking sight through a telescope,
appearing as a gleaming miniature
of our moons crescent phase. Venus
will be one of the objects to be
viewed during evening observation
sessions to be held during the next
few weeks. A schedule of when
these setssions will be open to par-

Two active Freshmen, Alice
Lieberman, Secretary of the Freshman class,
and Herb Jamison,
Captainof the basketball team, have
been singled out by our roving
SPOTLITE this week.
Alice, who now calls the girls'
dorms her home, is actually from
Merrick, L.I. Before coming to our
college Alice attended MephamHigh
School, from which she graduated
in only three years. Besides serving
as class secretary, Alice is on the
feature staff of our college newspaper and is a member of the Hillel
Club. She is also a member of the
group of girls who are interested
in forming a squad of cheerleaders
for State U. Delta and epsilon are
the magicwords for Alice, who enjoys her Math I course tremendously. Her plans for the future
include majoring in Math and teacb.
i
aOftr gsaduation from c

-'on of any interested students
will be printed in the next issue.

The apparent motion of Venus in
the western sky this year together
with its phases as seen through a
telescope.

Living Desert
and Other Films
to be Shown
In addition to the Shakespearian
series of movie showings, a program of films intended for general
Interest has been initiated. Already
in progress, this series will next
present on March 24, "Ugetsiu',
which brings all the thunder and beavq
of Japanese artistry to the
creen. Winner of the Grand Prize
I ft the Venice Film Festival, this
|Udsh production blends violent
in og 10to
me mascukeiwe now focus on (sports-mindb4 reality Ed mystic sequences in an
Herb Jamison from Islip, L.L awesome whole. The story concerns
While attending Islip High School, two Men of 16th century Japan,
Herb participated on the basket- who journey to the city during the
ball, baseball, track and soccer turmoil of feudal war; one is a
teams, and he seems to have brought farmer seeking military glory, and
some of his enthusiasm and ex- the other is a potter in quest of
perience with him to S.U. In ad- luxury. The farmer attains his-goal
dition to serving as captain for our as a Summuari warrior, but disnew basketball team this season, covers his own wife as a prosthe also plans to participate in cross- itute in a Geisha house. The potter
country. Like Alice, he is a Math succumbs to a wealthy temptress
scholar, who intends to make a ofdy to find that she-is a ghost and
career of teaching. When not busy that the wife he abandoned is killed
with books and sports, Herb is a by soldiers. Reality is restored to
real pro with a monkey wrench; these broken men, and each returns
tinkering with cars is his absorbing, to the home he left. This intriguing
tale and its -powerful presentation,
though slighly greasy hobby.
When asked for ideas on how to produced by Masaichi Magata and
cope with indifference to extra- directed by Kenji Mzogthi, is an
curricular activities on the part unforgettable experience in the
of some students. Herb suggested theatre.
that the completion of a gymnasium
Walt Disney's Academy Award
on campus might serve as a stimu- winning true life adventure, "the
lus. Alice proposed the planning of Living Desert", will be offered on
a new dance or a picnic to awaken April 7th. This documentary trithe community spirit in the student umph, photographed in beautiful colbody.
_
or, was, like other Disney epics,
one of the best received and most
widely acclaimed pictures of its
type to play American Theatres.
All the savagery and tenderness,
all the war and the peace, of the
Dear Editor,
deseres animal world is captured
In regard to your editorial in with great artistry and sensitivity.

Ton he ditors

the last issue, I must disagree
with your statement that student
enthusiasm is lacking in all spheres
of student interest. This Is Not
True. If the editor would have taken
the time to witness any of our
basketball games he (she) would
I
I have realized this. The attendance
was much heavier than was anTh*
*ditorial board onand was greatly apprecicourages th* student body to ticipated
ated by the players and by all those
submit letters on any subject who were responsible for the propertaining to student affairs. gram.
Yours truly,
All letters must bo signed.
Pat Crean

The light fantasy which became
such a success on the Broadway
stage in "Harvey"
reaches the
screen with all its good humor intact. With James Stewart appearing
in one of his earlier and best remembered roles as the owner of a
rather large rabbit visible to only
himself, this often revived classic
will entertain anyone, whether
familiar with the zany character
presented or not. The date for
meeting or re-meeting them will
be April 14th.
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State has conformed. We have followed the inevitable
course of any institution. Sports have been organized,
(we have even gone so far as to name our teams). Incompetition has been planned, intrater-collegiate
mural activities have met with active response and we
have witnessed the end of thisyear's basketball season.
So far so good.
*

*

*

*

The Faculty is now in the process of formulating a
definite policy concerning the role of athletics in this
In order to prepare specific legislation
institution.
there must first be a basis for decisions--an oracle to
consult. The basic problem is the relationship of intramural sports to extra-mural, and finally in what way
-ecombination
of thewtwo, collectively and individually,
is related to the basic tenets of this institution. This
challenge is now in the process of being met. The Sucolian hopes it will be able to inform the student body
in its next issue on the exact status of Sports at State
University College on Long Island.
*

*

*

attendance.
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Why not try to get to {be meet en masse ? Check the
bulletin board for notices about arrangements for planning organized transportation and traveling instructions.

^

*

On the basis of pure unfounded speculation could it
not be said that women's sports are in line with the
aims of this school as they are purely for the sake of
Itself ?
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Liers and Paldy
cut the lead to
three points, 20-17, but the home
team pulled ahead, 26-19. Another
spurt of scoring by Roechlein, and
Paldy closed the gap once again.
The Soundsmen split a double- Huntington then scored
on almost
header at Harbor Fields High School every shot and the half ended in
on March 11. winning the first game their favor, 37-25.
42-34 and losing the second 41-40.
Liers and Paldy cut the lead to
The Soundsmen opened the varsity
eight points, 37-29 in the early
tilt by gaining a 7-0 lead after one
minute of play. Roechlein scored moments of the third quarter. Once
again, the Faculty Five opened the
on a foul shot. Jamison and Beuel
followed with two quick baskets then gap to twelve. Beuel, Liers, and
Liers made two more from the foul Jamison countered with nine but
line and State led, 7 -0. Herb Jamison were unable to whittle down their
excelled offensively and defensively opponents advantage and the third
as he continually broke up passes stanza drew to a close, 50-41.
With eight minutes remaining to
and intercepted the ball. Harbor
fields narrowed the lead to one be played, the Soundsmen sliced
point, 7-6, but a field goal by Liers the lead to four, 54-50 as O'Carroll
and two more by Roechlein gave hit for two of five baskets. Hunthe Blue and Gold a 13-6 lead at tington's high scorer, Johnson,
pulled his team away once again
the close of the first period.
State outscored the home team and the field-goals by Paldy, Beuel.
in the second quarter, 13-10. A and Crean were not enough to close
Liers layup and jump shot plus a the gap. The home team had a joyous
spectacular over the head shot by St. Patrick's Day, winning. 65-59.
Jamison in the last seconds gave
the visitors a ten point lead at the
half, 26-16.
Name
FG
FP
PTS.
Liers and Crean hit from the
corners then Liers tapped in a
Beuel
3
2
8
missed foul shot to give State a
Liers
7
0
14
32-22 lead. With one minute reCrean
1
1
3
maining, Joe O'Carrol scored with
Vallely
1
0
2
a twenty foot push shot and the third
Carr
0
0
0
stanza drew to a close with the Blue
Lotter
0
1
1
and Gold ahead, 34-25.
Paldy
6
0
12
Harbor fields cut the lead tofour,
Roechlein
0
5
10
34-30, with six minutes left in the
Jamison
2
0
4
game. Joe O'Carrol scored twice
fCarroll
2
1
5
but the home team squeezed ahead
TOTALS
27
5~
59
by one. 39-38. With seconds to go
and the Faculty Five leading 41-40,
State
13 25 41 59
the Soundsmen got control of the
Faculty
18 37 50 65
ball but were unable to score and
the game ended wth Sucoli loging
after leading by 10 points in the
third period.
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OY 6-1769 52 Audrey Ave.
Oyster Boy
After A Movie Enjoy A
Snack At
Roosevelt Candy Kitchen
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I am not sure exactly how to word an appeal for attendance at the Crew meets of April 4, & 11, at the New
,York Athletic Club, Pelham Bay NAY. It is not necessary to inform you of the amount oftime and energy
beig devoted to crew by Mr. Borghard, Mr. Von Mechow and the oarsmen, nor need I appeal to your
"school spirit" which has shown itself admirably at our
basketball games, I think it is only necessary to inform you that a meet is scheduled, to prompt spectator
*

-

-

What does the future hold in store?
*

I

I
put ct-an
Had it not been for the ingenuity
of an unknown wood carver, the nations most popular participant sport,
bowling, would not be drawing 21
million Americans to the alleys
every year. Due to the heavy gambling that went on in a game called
nine pins, a law was passed outlawing it. Our friend, the wood
carver, sat down and whettled out
a tenth pin, rearranged the ten pins
into the familiar triangle and the
sport of ten pin bowling was born.
In the law which explicitly outlawed
nine pins nothing was stated about
ten pins.
there are many modern
Today,
establishments housing
bowling
more than 50 alleys, equipped with
automatic pin setters and many
other conveniences; - a far cry from
the dimly lit areas set aside in the
back of the old time taverns.
Bowling's greatest appeal is that
anyone can participate. Last year
there were 55,000. American Bowling Congress sanctioned, teams in
the U.S. Most leagues are based on
a weekly fee that goes into a prize
fund, and at the end of the season, the
top teams collect their prizes. This
is bowling on the serious side.
I
Anyone that has bowled and has
a fairly good understanding of what
is going on can probably enjoy himself by just going to the alleys and
watching for a while. Next time
you go bowling, take a look around
and see if you recognize any of the
following popular bowlers.
I.M. Inform: - very easy to notice
has magnificent form, looks as if he
studies an instruction manual before he leaves for the alley. He usually averages around 120.
1. Will Shower: You don't notice
him, he notices you. You might be
minding your business and before
you notice it, he is giving you free,
expert instructions. He is probably
a nice guy, but hard to lose. His
average: 115 or 120.
I.M. Inpain: very dramatic and
annoying. When he gets a strike
or picks up a difficult spare, he
might be seen executing a perfect
flip. Let him get topped or blow
an easy spare and he can be seen
wincing in pain or swinging his
arms or kicking his legs. Tip:
give him room. Average: 125.
Excuse meJones: can usually be
heard rather than seen. Not much
noise during a good game but when
misses you might hear him say one
or more of the following, "Alley
too fast (or slow)," "Poor lighting,"
"Lights too bright,' "Slipped," or
"Pins are dead." He never considers that he might be a lousy
bowler. Average: 110.
I.M. Ahero: takes his girl bowling;
flings the ball down the alley at a
sensational speed, tries many fancy
maneuvers. His score: 133. Her
score:144.
I.M. Dainty: sweet little thing, just
lays the ball down on the foul line,
gives it a very small initial acceleration. Seems as if it will never
reach th pins. Very sweet does not
say much. Average: 165.
1. Hustle: beware, he can befound
in any establishment. Approaches
you, tells you he is a lousy bowler
and you are tops but he will still
bowl you; spot you 20 pins for a
small wager. You might win a few,
but when he says one more for ten
bucks or better, you area loser. His
average: 210.
-

I

The Blue and Gold varsity ended their first season under the direction
of Coach Von Mechow with a 1-5 record as they were defeated by the
Huntington High School Faculty, 65-59.
Because of the collapse of the Soundsmen in the second half of all the
previous games, Von Mechow sent out anew starting lineup. The strategy
worked but did not pay off in victory. Lotter's foul shot and Vallely's field
goal put State ahead 3-2 in the opening seconds but Huntington built up a
seven-point lead before the first team was sent in. Fast breaks and fancy
but accurate passes enabled Beuel, Liers and Roechlein to score and the
first quarter ended with State trailing, 18-13.

Mike Da~viJdson

*

State Drops Finale
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NORTH SHORE'S

BEST HOME MADE PIZZAS

